
The QUICK 
and PROFESSIONAL 
SOLUTION for Man and Woman!

MICROPIGMENTATION



About SoH

Thinning hair, hair loss, baldness or bare 
spots can often lower one’s self-confi-
dence. Not only related to increasing 
age, but also because of illness, people 
lose their magnificent head of hair and 
spend hours in the bathroom trying to 
hide spots that seem to stand out, or to 
create an illusion that there is still existing 
enough hair there. Most disturbing is not 
only thinning, scarce hair, but bright are-
as of scalp show-through.

Why „Scalp Optic Hair®” (“SOH”) ?
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„SOH Roller“ by using an optical method 
to work against sparsely grown hair spots. 
The colour of the scalp is adapted to its 
existing hair, giving it more volume and 
letting it appear fuller. In some cases, 
hair growth will be stimulated out of the
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treatment. 
You will feel restored and more self-confident after successful 
treatment, allowing you to rediscover yourself.



Through “SOH-Roller“ treatment, the hair follicles are partially 
stimulated. Scalp skin is adapted to the existing hair colour.

ApplicAtion

Optical hair densification & hair follicle stimulation

before after
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ApplicAtion

Scar retouching

A hair transplantation scar is optical adapted to the existing 
hair colour, resulting in the re-growth look of natural hair.

before after
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ApplicAtion

This woman’s scalp is coloured to match to her individual hair 
colour. The large bright spot without hair growth is completely 
covered using numberless dots of colour.

Optical hair densification

before after
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prerequiSiteS

for SCALP OPTIC Hair® treatment
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As part of a consultation session, all details of the treat-
ment sequence are discussed.

The focus here is on clarifying potential contraindica-
tions.

The desired colour is selected.

For SOH baldness treatment, the exact individual me-
thod will be discussed in detail and if necessary, a sket-
ching is drawn.
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